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Executive Summary

Democracies are struggling to address disinformation, hate speech, extremism,

and other problematic online speech without requiring levels of corporate

censorship and surveillance that will violate users’ free expression and privacy

rights. This report argues that instead of seeking to hold digital platforms liable

for content posted by their users, regulators and advocates should instead focus

on holding companies accountable for how content is amplified and targeted. It’s

not just the content, but tech companies’ surveillance-based business models

that are distorting the public sphere and threatening democracy.

The first in a two-part series aimed at U.S. policymakers and anybody concerned

with the question of how internet platforms should be regulated, this report by

Ranking Digital Rights (RDR) draws on new findings from a study examining

company policies and disclosures about targeted advertising and algorithmic

systems to propose more effective approaches to curtailing the most problematic

online speech. Armed with five years of research on corporate policies that affect

online speech and privacy, we make a case for a set of policy measures that will

protect free expression while holding digital platforms much more accountable

for the effects of their business models on democratic discourse.

We begin by describing two types of algorithms—content shaping and content

moderation algorithms—and how each can violate users’ freedom of expression

and information as well as their privacy. While these algorithms can improve user

experience, their ultimate purpose is to generate profits for the companies by

keeping users engaged, showing them more ads, and collecting more data about

them—data that is then used to further refine targeting in an endless iterative

process.

Next, we give examples of the types of content that have sparked calls for content

moderation and outline the risks posed to free expression by deploying

algorithms to filter, remove, or restrict content. We emphasize that because these

tools are unable to understand context, intent, news value, and other factors that

are important to consider when deciding whether a post or an advertisement

should be taken down, regulating speech can only result in a perpetual game of

whack-a-mole and, while damaging democracy, will not fix the internet.

We then describe the pitfalls of the targeted advertising business model, which

relies on invasive data collection practices and black-box algorithmic systems to

create detailed digital profiles. Such profiling not only results in unfair (and

sometimes even illegal) discrimination, but enables any organization or person

who is allowed to buy ads on the platform to target specific groups of people who

share certain characteristics with manipulative and often misleading messages.

The implications for society are compounded by companies’ failure to conduct

due diligence on the social impact of their targeted advertising systems, failure to

newamerica.org/oti/reports/its-not-just-content-its-business-model/ 5



impose and enforce rules that prevent malicious targeted manipulation, and

failure to disclose enough information to users so that they can understand who

is influencing what content they see online.

Nowhere in the U.S. have the effects of targeted advertising and misinformation

been felt more strongly than in recent election cycles. Our next section describes

how we are only beginning to understand how powerful these systems can be in

shaping our information environment—and in turn our politics. Despite efforts to

shut down foreign-funded troll farms and external interference in online political

discourse, we note that companies remain unacceptably opaque about how we

can otherwise be influenced and by whom. This opacity makes it impossible to

have an informed discussion about solutions, and how best to regulate the

industry.

We conclude the report with a warning against recent proposals to revoke or

dramatically revise Section 230 of the 1996 Communications Decency Act

(CDA), which protects companies from liability for content posted by users on

their platforms. We believe that such a move would undermine American

democracy and global human rights for two reasons. First, algorithmic and

human content moderation systems are prone to error and abuse. Second,

removing content prior to posting requires pervasive corporate surveillance that

could contribute to even more thorough profiling and targeting—and would be a

potential goldmine for government surveillance. That said, we believe that in

addition to strong privacy regulation, companies must take immediate steps to

maximize transparency and accountability about their algorithmic systems and

targeted advertising business models.

The steps listed below should be legally mandated if companies do not

implement them voluntarily. Once regulators and the American public have a

better understanding of what happens under the hood, we can have an informed

debate about whether to regulate the algorithms themselves, and if so, how.

Key recommendations for corporate transparency

Companies’ rules governing content shared by users must be clearly

explained and consistent with established human rights standards for

freedom of expression.

Companies should explain the purpose of their content-shaping

algorithms and the variables that influence them so that users and the

public can understand the forces that cause certain kinds of content to

proliferate, and other kinds to disappear.

Companies should enable users to decide whether and how algorithms

can shape their online experience.

• 

• 

• 
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Companies should be transparent about the ad targeting systems that

determine who can pay to influence users.

Companies should publish their rules governing advertising content (what

can be advertised, how it can be displayed, what language and images are

not permitted).

All company rules governing paid and organic user-generated content

must be enforced fairly according to a transparent process.

People whose speech is restricted must have an opportunity to appeal.

Companies must regularly publish transparency reports with detailed

information about the outcomes of the steps taken to enforce the rules.

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Introduction

Within minutes of the August 2019 mass shooting in Odessa, Texas, social media

was ablaze with safety warnings and messages of panic about the attack. The

shooter, later identified as Seth Ator, had opened fire from inside his car, and

then continued his spree from a stolen postal service van, ultimately killing seven

people and injuring 25. Not 30 minutes after the shooting, a tweet alleging that

Ator was "a Democrat Socialist who had a Beto sticker on his truck," suggesting a

connection between the shooter and former Rep. Beto O'Rourke (D-Texas), went

viral. The post quickly spread to other social media sites, accompanied by a rear

angle photo of a white minivan adorned with a Beto 2020 sticker. A cascade of

speculative messages followed, alleging deeper ties between the shooter and

O’Rourke, who was running for the Democratic presidential nomination at the

time.

A screenshot of a tweet falsely alleging a connection between mass shooter
Seth Ator and former U.S. presidential candidate Beto O’Rourke, which
received more than 11,100 retweets (Twitter, Sept. 1, 2019). 

But the post was a fabrication. The O'Rourke campaign swiftly spoke out,

denying any link between the candidate and the shooter and condemning social

media platforms for hosting messages promoting the false allegation. Local law

enforcement confirmed that neither of the vehicles driven by Ator had Beto

stickers on them, and that Ator was registered as "unaffiliated," undercutting

follow-on social media messages that called Ator a "registered Democrat."

Twitter temporarily suspended the account, but much of the damage had already

been done.

newamerica.org/oti/reports/its-not-just-content-its-business-model/ 8



Within just two days, the post became "Google’s second-highest trending search 
query related to O’Rourke," according to the Associated Press.1 Within a week, it 
had garnered 11,000 retweets and 15,000 favorites.

2

What made this post go viral? We wish we knew.

One might ask why Twitter or other platforms didn’t do more to stop these 
messages from spreading, as the O’Rourke campaign did. The incident raises 
questions about how these companies set and enforce their rules, what messages 
should or shouldn’t be allowed, and the extent to which internet platforms should 
be held liable for users’ behavior.

But we also must ask what is happening under the hood of these incredibly 
powerful platforms. Did this message circulate so far and fast thanks only to 
regular users sharing and re-sharing it? Or did social media platforms’ algorithms

—technical systems that can gauge a message’s likely popularity, and sometimes 
cause it to go viral—exert some influence? The technology underlying social 
media activity is largely opaque to the public and policymakers, so we cannot 
know for sure (this is a major problem—which is discussed more later in the 
report). But research indicates that in a scenario like this one, algorithmic 
systems can drive the reach of a message by targeting it to people who are most 
likely to share it, and thus influence the viewpoints of thousands or even millions 
of people.

3

As a society, we are facing a problem stemming not just from the existence of 
disinformation and violent or hateful speech on social media, but from the 
systems that make such speech spread to so many people. We know that when a 
piece of content goes viral, it may not be propelled by genuine user interest alone. 
Virality is often driven by corporate algorithms designed to prioritize views or 
clicks, in order to raise the visibility of content that appears to inspire user 
interest. Similarly, when a targeted ad reaches a certain voter, and influences how 
or whether they vote, it is rarely accidental. It is the result of sophisticated 
systems that can target very specific demographics of voters in a particular place.

Why do companies manipulate what we see? Part of their goal is to improve user 
experience—if users had to navigate all the information that comes across our 
social media feeds with no curation, we would indeed be overwhelmed. But 
companies build algorithms not simply to respond to our interests and desires but 
to generate profit. The more we engage, the more data we give up. The more data 
they have, the more decisions they can make about what to show us, and the 
more money they make through targeted advertising, including political ads.5

newamerica.org/oti/reports/its-not-just-content-its-business-model/ 9
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Surveillance-based business models have driven the

distortion of our information environment in ways

that are bad for us individually and potentially

catastrophic for democracy.

The predominant business models of the most powerful American internet

platforms are surveillance-based. Built on a foundation of mass user-data

collection and analysis, they are part of a market ecosystem that Harvard

Professor Shoshana Zuboff has labeled surveillance capitalism.  Evidence

suggests that surveillance-based business models have driven the distortion of

our information environment in ways that are bad for us individually and

potentially catastrophic for democracy.  Between algorithmically-induced filter

bubbles, disinformation campaigns foreign and domestic, and political

polarization exacerbated by targeted advertising, our digital quasi-public sphere

has become harder to navigate and more harmful to the democratic process each

year. Yet policymakers in the United States and abroad have been primarily

focused on purging harmful content from social media platforms, rather than

addressing the underlying technical infrastructure and business models that have

created an online media ecosystem that is optimized for the convenience of

advertisers rather than the needs of democracy.

Some foreign governments have responded to these kinds of content by directly

regulating online speech and imposing censorship requirements on companies.

In contrast, the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution forbids the

government from passing laws that ban most types of speech directly, and

companies are largely free to set and enforce their own rules about what types of

speech or behaviors are permitted on their platforms.  But as private rules and

enforcement mechanisms have failed to curb the types of online extremism, hate

speech, and disinformation that many Americans believe are threatening

democracy, pressure is mounting on Congress to change the law and hold

internet platforms directly liable for the consequences of speech appearing on

their platforms.

Policymakers, civil society advocates, and tech executives alike have spent

countless hours and resources developing and debating ways that companies

could or should remove violent extremist content, reduce viral disinformation

(often described as “coordinated inauthentic behavior”) online, and minimize

the effects of advertising practices that permit the intentional spread of

falsehoods. Here too, technical solutions like algorithmic systems are often

6
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deployed. But efforts to identify and remove content that is either illegal or that

violates a company’s rules routinely lead to censorship that violates users’ civil

and political rights.

Today’s technology is not capable of eliminating

extremism and falsehood from the internet without

stifling free expression to an unacceptable degree.

There will never be a perfect solution to these challenges, especially not at the

scale at which the major tech platforms operate.  But we suspect that if they

changed the systems that decide so much of what actually happens to our speech

(paid and unpaid alike) once we post it online, companies could significantly

reduce the problems that disinformation and hateful content often create.

At the moment, determining exactly how to change these systems requires

insight that only the platforms possess. Very little is publicly known about how

these algorithmic systems work, yet the platforms know more about us each day,

as they track our every move online and off. This information asymmetry

impedes corporate accountability and effective governance.

This report, the first in a two-part series, articulates the connection between

surveillance-based business models and the health of democracy. Drawing from

Ranking Digital Rights’s extensive research on corporate policies and digital

rights, we examine two overarching types of algorithms, give examples of how

these technologies are used both to propagate and prohibit different forms of

online speech (including targeted ads), and show how they can cause or catalyze

social harm, particularly in the context of the 2020 U.S. election. We also

highlight what we don’t know about these systems, and call on companies to be

much more transparent about how they work.

Since 2015, the Ranking Digital Rights (RDR) Corporate Accountability Index has

measured how transparent companies are about their policies and practices that

affect online freedom of expression and privacy. Despite measurable progress,

most companies still fail to disclose basic information about how they decide

what content should appear on their platforms, how they collect and monetize

user information, and what corporate governance processes guide these

decisions. This report offers recommendations for companies and regulators that

would make our online ecosystem work for democracy rather than undermine it.

9
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The second installment in this series will dive deeper into our solutions, which

focus on corporate governance. We will look at the ways tech companies should

anticipate and address the societal harms that their products cause or contribute

to, and how society can hold the private sector accountable through elected

government and democratic institutions. Strong privacy legislation will be a key

first step towards curbing the spread of extremism and disinformation, by placing

limits on whether and how vast amounts of personal data can be collected and

used to target people. This must come hand in hand with greater transparency

about how companies rule themselves, and how they make decisions that affect

us all. Only then will citizens and their elected representatives have the tools and

information they need to hold tech companies accountable (including with

regulation) in a way that advances the public interest.

newamerica.org/oti/reports/its-not-just-content-its-business-model/ 12



A Tale of Two Algorithms

Source: Original art by Paweł Kuczyński 

In recent years, policymakers and tech executives alike have begun to invoke the

almighty algorithm as a solution for controlling the harmful effects of online

speech. Acknowledging the pitfalls of relying primarily on human content

moderators, technology companies promote the idea that a technological

breakthrough, something that will automatically eliminate the worst kinds of

speech, is just around the corner.

But the public debate often conflates two very different types of algorithmic

systems that play completely different roles in policing, shaping, and amplifying

online speech.

First, there are content-shaping algorithms. These systems determine the

content that each individual user sees online, including user-generated or

organic posts and paid advertisements. Some of the most visible examples of

content-shaping algorithms include Facebook’s News Feed, Twitter’s Timeline,

and YouTube’s recommendation engine.  Algorithms also determine which

users should be shown a given ad. The advertiser usually sets the targeting

parameters (such as demographics and presumed interests), but the platform’s

algorithmic systems pick the specific individuals who will see the ad and

determine the ad’s placement within the platform. Both kinds of personalization

are only possible because of the vast troves of detailed information that the

companies have accumulated about their users and their online behavior, often

without the knowledge or consent of the people being targeted.

11
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While companies describe such algorithms as matching users with the content

that is most relevant to them, this relevance is measured by predicted

engagement: how likely users are to click, comment on, or share a piece of

content. Companies make these guesses based on factors like users’ previous

interaction with similar content and the interactions of other users who are

similar to them. The more accurate these guesses are, the more valuable the

company becomes for advertisers, leading to ever-increasing profits for internet

platforms. This is why mass data collection is so central to Big Tech’s business

models: companies need to surveil internet users in order to make predictions

about their future behavior.

Companies can and do change their algorithms

anytime they want, without any legal obligation to

notify the public.

Second, we have content moderation algorithms, built to detect content that

breaks the company’s rules and remove it from the platform. Companies have

made tremendous investments in these technologies. They are increasingly able

to identify and remove some kinds of content without human involvement, but

this approach has limitations.

Content moderation algorithms work best when they have a hard and fast rule to

follow. This works well when seeking to eliminate images of a distinct symbol,

like a swastika. But machine-driven moderation becomes more difficult, if not

impossible, when content is violent, hateful, or misleading and yet has some

public interest value. Companies are, in effect, adjudicating such content, but

this requires the ability to reason—to employ careful consideration of context and

nuance. Only humans with the appropriate training can make these kinds of

judgments—this is beyond the capability of automated decision-making systems.

 Thus, in many cases, human reviewers remain involved in the moderation

process. The consequences that this type of work has had for human reviewers

has become an important area of study unto itself, but lies beyond the scope of

this report.

Both types of systems are extraordinarily opaque, and thus unaccountable.

Companies can and do change their algorithms anytime they want, without any

legal obligation to notify the public. While content-shaping and ad-targeting

algorithms work to show you posts and ads that they think are most relevant to

your interests, content moderation processes (including algorithms) work

15
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alongside this stream of content, doing their best to identify and remove those

posts that might cause harm. Let’s look at some examples of these dynamics in

real life.



Russian Interference, Radicalization, and Dishonest
Ads: What Makes Them So Powerful?

Russian interference in recent U.S. elections and online radicalization by

proponents of violent extremism are just two recent, large-scale examples of the

content problems that we reference above.

Following the 2016 election, it was revealed that Russian government actors had

attempted to influence U.S. election results by promoting false online content

(posts and ads alike) and using online messaging to stir tensions between

different voter factions. These influence efforts, alongside robust disinformation

campaigns run by domestic actors,  were able to flourish and reach millions of

voters (and perhaps influence their choices) in an online environment where

content-shaping and ad-targeting algorithms play the role of human editors.

Indeed, it was not the mere existence of misleading content that interfered with

people’s understanding of what was true about each candidate and their

positions—it was the reach of these messages, enabled by algorithms that

selectively targeted the voters whom they were most likely to influence, in the

platforms’ estimation.

19
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During the 2016 U.S. presidential election, disinformation circulated widely
online. The screenshot above is from a fake story shared on Twitter about
then-candidate Hillary Clinton (Twitter, Nov. 21, 2016). 

The revelations set in motion a frenzy of content restriction efforts by major tech

companies and fact-checking initiatives by companies and independent groups

alike,  alongside Congressional investigations into the issue. Policymakers soon

demanded that companies rein in online messages from abroad meant to skew a

voter’s perspective on a candidate or issue.

How would companies achieve this? With more algorithms, they said.

Alongside changes in policies regarding disinformation, companies soon

adjusted their content moderation algorithms to better identify and weed out

harmful election-related posts and ads. But the scale of the problem all but forced

them to stick to technical solutions, with the same limitations as those that

caused these messages to flourish in the first place.

21
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A screenshot of what YouTube users see when they try to access a video that
has been removed by the company for violating its content policy (YouTube,
Feb. 26, 2020). 

Content moderation algorithms are notoriously difficult to implement effectively,

and often create new problems. Academic studies published in 2019 found that

algorithms trained to identify hate speech for removal were more likely to flag

social media content created by African Americans, including posts using slang

to discuss contentious events and personal experiences related to racism in

America.  While companies are free to set their own rules and take down any

content that breaks those rules, these kinds of removals are in tension with U.S.

free speech values, and have elicited the public blowback to match.

Content restriction measures have also inflicted collateral damage on

unsuspecting users outside the United States with no discernible connection to

disinformation campaigns. As companies raced to reduce foreign interference on

their platforms, social network analyst Lawrence Alexander identified several

users on Twitter and Reddit whose accounts were suspended simply because

they happened to share some of the key characteristics of disinformation

purveyors.

23
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A screenshot of the message users see when a tweet has been removed by
Twitter for a violation of the “Twitter Rules” (Twitter, Feb. 28, 2020). 

One user had even tried to notify Twitter of a pro-Kremlin campaign, but ended

up being banned himself. “[This] quick-fix approach to bot-hunting seemed to

have dragged a number of innocent victims into its nets,” wrote Alexander, in a

research piece for Global Voices. For one user who describes himself in his Twitter

profile as an artist and creator of online comic books, “it appears that the key

‘suspicious’ thing about their account was their location—Russia.”

The lack of corporate transparency regarding the

full scope of disinformation and malicious

behaviors on social media platforms makes it

difficult to assess how effective these efforts actually

are.

For four years, RDR has tracked whether companies publish key information

about how they enforce their content rules. In 2015, none of the companies we

evaluated published any data about the content they removed for violating their

platform rules.  Four years later, we found that Facebook, Google, Microsoft,

and Twitter published at least some information about their rules enforcement,

including in transparency reports.  But this information still doesn’t

demonstrate how effective their content moderation mechanisms have actually

24
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been in enforcing their rules, or how often acceptable content gets caught up in

their nets.

How transparent are companies about terms of service enforcement
(2015-2019)?

Companies have also deployed automated systems to review election-related

ads, in an effort to better enforce their policies. But these efforts too have proven

problematic. Various entities, ranging from media outlets  to LGBTQ-rights

groups  to Bush’s Baked Beans,  have reported having their ads rejected for

violating election-ad policies, despite the fact that their ads had nothing to do

with elections.  Yet companies’ disclosures about how they police ads are even

less transparent than those pertaining to user-generated content, and there’s no

way to know how effective these policing mechanisms have been in enforcing the

actual rules as intended. 

The issue of online radicalization is another area of concern for U.S.

policymakers, in which both types of algorithms have been in play. Videos and

social media channels enticing young people to join violent extremist groups or

to commit violent acts became remarkably easy to stumble upon online, due in

part to what seems to be these groups’ savvy understanding of how to make

algorithms that amplify and spread content work to their advantage.  Online

extremism and radicalization are very real problems that the internet has

exacerbated. But efforts to address this problem have led to unjustified

censorship.

Widespread concern that international terrorist organizations were recruiting

new members online has led to the creation of various voluntary initiatives,

including the Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism (GIFCT), which helps

28
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companies jointly assess content that has been identified as promoting or

celebrating terrorism.

Scale matters—the societal impact of a single

message or video rises exponentially when a

powerful algorithm is driving its distribution.

The GIFCT has built an industry-wide database of digital fingerprints or

“hashes” for such content. Companies use these hashes to filter offending

content, often prior to upload. As a result, any errors made in labeling content as

terrorist in this database  are replicated on all participating platforms, leading to

the censorship of photos and videos containing speech that should be protected

under international human rights law.

Thousands of videos and photos from the Syrian civil war have disappeared in

the course of these efforts—videos that one day could be used as evidence against

perpetrators of violence. No one knows for sure whether these videos were

removed because they matched a hash in the GIFCT database, because they

were flagged by a content moderation algorithm or human reviewer, or some

other reason. The point is that this evidence is often impossible to replace. But

little has been done to change the way this type of content is handled, despite its

enormous potential evidentiary value.

In an ideal world, violent extremist messages would not reach anyone. But the

public safety risks that these carry rise dramatically when such messages reach

tens of thousands, or even millions, of people.

The same logic applies to disinformation targeted at voters. Scale matters—the

societal impact of a single message or video rises exponentially when a powerful

algorithm is driving its distribution. Yet the solutions for these problems that we

have seen companies, governments, and other stakeholders put forth focus

primarily on eliminating content itself, rather than altering the algorithmic

engines that drive its distribution.
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Algorithmic Transparency: Peeking Into the Black
Box

Source: Original art by Paweł Kuczyński 

While we know that algorithms are often the underlying cause of virality, we

don’t know much more—corporate norms fiercely protect these technologies as

private property, leaving them insulated from public scrutiny, despite their

immeasurable impact on public life.

Since early 2019, RDR has been researching the impact of internet platforms’ use

of algorithmic systems, including those used for targeted advertising, and how

companies should govern these systems.  With some exceptions, we found that

companies largely failed to disclose sufficient information about these processes,

leaving us all in the dark about the forces that shape our information

environments. Facebook, Google, and Twitter do not hide the fact that they use

algorithms to shape content, but they are less forthcoming about how the

algorithms actually work, what factors influence them, and how users can

customize their own experiences. 
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Companies largely failed to disclose sufficient

information about their algorithmic systems,

leaving us all in the dark about the forces that shape

our information environments.

U.S. tech companies have also avoided publicly committing to upholding

international human rights standards for how they develop and use algorithmic

systems. Google, Facebook, and other tech companies are instead leading the

push for ethical or responsible artificial intelligence as a way of steering the

discussion away from regulation.  These initiatives lack established, agreed-

upon principles, and are neither legally binding nor enforceable—in contrast to

international human rights doctrine, which offers a robust legal framework to

guide the development and use of these technologies.

Grounding the development and use of algorithmic systems in human rights

norms is especially important because tech platforms have a long record of

launching new products without considering the impact on human rights.

Neither Facebook, Google, nor Twitter disclose any evidence that they conduct

human rights due diligence on their use of algorithmic systems or on their use of

personal information to develop and train them. Yet researchers and journalists

have found strong evidence that algorithmic content-shaping systems that are

optimized for user engagement prioritize controversial and inflammatory

content.  This can help foster online communities centered around specific

ideologies and conspiracy theories, whose members further radicalize each other

and may even collaborate on online harassment campaigns and real-world

attacks.

One example is YouTube’s video recommendation system, which has come

under heavy scrutiny for its tendency to promote content that is extreme,

shocking, or otherwise hard to look away from, even when a user starts out by

searching for information on relatively innocuous topics. When she looked into

the issue ahead of the 2018 midterm elections, University of North Carolina

sociologist Zeynep Tufekci wrote, “What we are witnessing is the computational

exploitation of a natural human desire: to look ‘behind the curtain,’ to dig deeper

into something that engages us. … YouTube leads viewers down a rabbit hole of

extremism, while Google racks up the ad sales.”
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This image appeared in the Mozilla Foundation’s 2019 “YouTube Regrets”
campaign highlighting how the YouTube recommendation algorithm suggests
videos with ever-more extreme viewpoints (The Mozilla Foundation, Sept. 10,
2019). 

Tufekci’s observations have been backed up by the work of researchers like Becca

Lewis, Jonas Kaiser, and Yasodara Cordova. The latter two, both affiliates of

Harvard’s Berkman Klein Center for Internet and Society, found that when users

searched videos of children’s athletic events, YouTube often served them

recommendations of videos of sexually themed content featuring young-looking

(possibly underage) people with comments to match.

After the New York Times reported on the problem last year, the company

removed several of the videos, disabled comments on many videos of children,

and made some tweaks to its recommendation system. But it has stopped short of

turning off recommendations on videos of children altogether. Why did the

company stop there? The New York Times’s Max Fisher and Amanda Taub

summarized YouTube’s response: “The company said that because

recommendations are the biggest traffic driver, removing them would hurt

creators who rely on those clicks.”  We can surmise that eliminating the

recommendation feature would also compromise YouTube’s ability to keep users

hooked on its platform, and thus capture and monetize their data.
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If companies were required by law to meet baseline standards for transparency in

algorithms like this one, policymakers and civil society advocates alike would be

better positioned to push for changes that benefit the public interest. And if they

were compelled to conduct due diligence on the negative effects of their

products, platforms would likely make very different choices about how they use

and develop algorithmic systems.
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Who Gets Targeted—Or Excluded—By Ad
Systems?

Source: Original art by Paweł Kuczyński 

Separate from the algorithms that shape the spread of user-generated content,

advertising is the other arena in which policymakers must dig deeper and

examine the engines that determine and drive distribution. Traditional

advertising places ads based on context: everyone who walks by a billboard or

flips through a magazine sees the same ad. Online targeted advertising, on the

other hand, is personalized based on what advertisers and ad networks know (or

think they know) about each person, based on the thick digital dossiers they

compile about each of us.

In theory, advertisers on social media are responsible for determining which

audience segments (as defined by their demographics or past behavior) will see a

given ad, but in practice, platforms further optimize the audience beyond what

the advertiser specified.  Due to companies’ limited transparency efforts, we

know very little about how this stage of further optimization works.
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A screenshot of the settings to create a Custom Audience for an ad on
Facebook, with targeting by gender, age, location, interests, and other
attributes. Narrowing the audience this way could enable discriminatory
practices (Facebook, Feb. 28, 2020). 

Nevertheless, from what we do know, these systems are already designed to

discriminate—when you place an ad on a given platform, you are encouraged to

select (from a list of options) different types of people you’d like the ad to reach.

Such differentiation amounts to unfair and even illegal discrimination in many

instances.  One powerful example of these dynamics (and of companies’46
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reticence to make changes at the systemic level) emerged from an investigation

conducted by ProPublica, in which the media outlet attempted to test Facebook’s

ad-targeting tools by purchasing a few ads, selecting targeted recipients for the

ads, and observing the process by which they were vetted and approved.

“The ad we purchased was targeted to Facebook members who were house

hunting and excluded anyone with an ‘affinity’ for African-American, Asian-

American or Hispanic people,” the reporters wrote. They explained that

Facebook’s ad-sales interface allowed them to tick different boxes, selecting who

would—and would not—see their ads.

A screenshot from a 2016 ProPublica article. The upper panel allows
advertisers to select specific audiences that they want to reach; the lower
panel allows them to select those audiences that they want to exclude
(ProPublica, Oct. 28, 2016). 

The ads were approved 15 minutes after they were submitted for review. Civil

liberties experts consulted by ProPublica confirmed that the option of excluding

people with an “affinity” for African-American, Asian-American, or Hispanic

people was a clear violation of the U.S. Fair Housing Act, which prohibits real

estate entities from discriminating against prospective renters or buyers on the

basis of their race, ethnicity, or other identity traits.
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After ProPublica wrote about and confronted Facebook on the issue, the company

added an "advertiser education" section to its ad portal, letting advertisers know

that such discrimination was illegal under U.S. law. It also began testing machine

learning that would identify discriminatory ads for review. But the company

preserved the key tool that allowed these users to be excluded in the first place:

the detailed targeting criteria, pictured above, which allowed advertisers to target

or exclude African-Americans and Hispanics.

Neither Facebook, Google, nor Twitter show

evidence that they conduct due diligence on their

targeted advertising practices.

Rather than addressing systemic questions around the social and legal

consequences of this type of targeting system, Facebook focused on superficial

remedies that left its business model untouched. In another investigation, 

ProPublica learned that these criteria are in fact generated not by Facebook

employees, but by technical processes that comb the data of Facebook’s billions

of users and then establish targeting categories based on users’ stated interests.

In short, by an algorithm.

In spite of the company’s apparent recognition of the problem, Facebook did not

take away or even modify these capabilities until many months later, after

multiple groups took up the issue and filed a class action lawsuit claiming that the

company had violated the Fair Housing Act.

Here again, a company-wide policy for using and developing algorithms

combined with human rights due diligence would most likely have identified

these risks ahead of time and helped Facebook develop its ad-targeting systems

in a way that respects free expression, privacy, and civil rights laws like the Fair

Housing Act. But this is the norm rather than the exception. Neither Facebook,

Google, nor Twitter show evidence that they conduct due diligence on their

targeted advertising practices.
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When Ad Targeting Meets the 2020 Election

Discriminating in housing ads is against the law.  Discriminating in campaign

ads may not be against the law, but many Americans strongly believe that it is

bad for democracy.

The same targeted advertising systems that are used to target people based on

their interests and affinities were used to manipulate voters in the 2016 and 2018

elections. Most egregious, voters who were thought to lean toward Democratic

candidates were targeted with ads containing incorrect information about how,

when, and where to vote.  Facebook, Google, and Twitter now prohibit this kind

of disinformation, but we don’t know how effectively the rule is enforced: none of

these companies publish information about their processes for enforcing

advertising rules or about the outcomes of those processes.

At the scale that these platforms operate, fact-checking ad content is hard

enough when the facts in question are indisputable, such as the date of an

upcoming election. It’s even thornier when subjective claims about an opponent’s

character or details of their policy proposals are in play. Empowering private

companies to evaluate truth would be dangerously undemocratic, as Facebook

CEO Mark Zuckerberg has himself argued.  In the absence of laws restricting

the content or the targeting of campaign ads, campaigns can easily inundate

voters with ads peddling misleading claims on issues they care about, in an effort

to sway their votes.
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A screenshot of Mark Zuckerberg speaking about Facebook’s stance on free
expression and political advertising at Georgetown University in Washington,
D.C. (YouTube, Oct. 17, 2019). 

Barack Obama and Donald Trump both owe their presidencies to this type of

targeting to an extent, though exactly to what extent is impossible to quantify.

The 2008 Obama campaign pioneered the use of voters’ personal information,

and his reelection team refined the practice in 2012. In 2016, thanks to invaluable

guidance from Facebook itself, Trump ran “the single best digital ad campaign

[...] ever seen from any advertiser,” as Facebook executive Andrew “Boz”

Bosworth put it in an internal memo.  The president’s 2020 reelection campaign

is on the same track.  More than ever, elections have turned into marketing

contests. This shift long predates social media companies, but targeted

advertising and content-shaping algorithms have amplified the harms and made

it harder to address them.
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A screenshot of political campaigns’ ad spending on Facebook, as shown on 
the Facebook Ad Library Report website, illustrating the extent to which 
elections may have become marketing contests (Facebook, Feb. 26, 2020). 
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A screenshot of political campaigns’ ad spending on Facebook, as shown on 
the Facebook Ad Library Report website, illustrating the extent to which 
elections may have become marketing contests (Facebook, Feb. 26, 2020). 

In the 2020 election cycle, we find ourselves in an online environment dominated 
by algorithms that appear ever-more powerful and effective at spreading content 
to precisely the people who will be most affected by it, thanks to continued 
advances in data tracking and analysis. Some campaigns are now using cell 
phone location data to identify churchgoers, Planned Parenthood patients, and

similarly sensitive groups.  Many of the risks we’ve articulated in unique

examples thus far will be in play, and algorithms likely will multiply their effects

for everyone who relies on social media for news and information.

We are entering a digital perfect storm fueled by

deep political cleavages, opaque technological

systems, and billions of dollars in campaign ad

money that may prove disastrous for our democracy.

We need look no further than the bitter debates that played out around political

advertising in the final months of 2019 to see just how high the stakes have

become.
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In October 2019, when Donald Trump’s reelection campaign purchased a

Facebook ad claiming that “Joe Biden promised Ukraine $1 billion if they fired

the prosecutor investigating his son's company,” Facebook accepted it, enabling

thousands of users to see (and perhaps believe) it. It didn’t matter that the claim

was unfounded, and had been debunked by two of Facebook’s better-known fact-

checking partners, PolitiFact and Factcheck.org.

When Facebook decided to stand by this decision, and to let the ad stay up, Sen.

Elizabeth Warren (D-Mass.)—who was running for the Democratic nomination at

the time, alongside Biden—ran a Facebook ad of her own, which made the

intentionally false claim that “Mark Zuckerberg and Facebook just endorsed

Donald Trump for re-election.”60



A screenshot of a deliberately misleading Facebook ad (cropped) run by
presidential candidate Senator Elizabeth Warren meant to call attention to
how easily misinformation can spread on the platform (Facebook, Oct. 10,
2019). 

The ad was intended to draw attention to how easily politicians can spread

misinformation on Facebook. Indeed, unlike print and broadcast ads, online

political ads are completely unregulated in the United States: parties, campaigns,

and outside groups are free to run any ads they want, if the platform or

advertising network lets them. This gives companies like Google, Facebook, and

Twitter tremendous power to set the rules by which political campaigns operate.

Soon after Warren’s attention-grabbing ad, the New York Times published a letter

that had circulated internally at Facebook, and was signed by 250 staff members.

The letter’s authors criticized Facebook’s refusal to fact-check political ads and

tied the issue to ad targeting, arguing that it “allows politicians to weaponize our
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platform by targeting people who believe that content posted by political figures

is trustworthy” and could “cause harm in coming elections around the world.”

Among other demands, the authors urged Facebook to restrict targeting for

political ads. But the company did not relent, reportedly at the insistence of

board member Peter Thiel.  The only subsequent change that Facebook has

made to this system is to allow users to opt out of custom audiences, a tool that

allows advertisers to upload lists of specific individuals to target.

In response to increased public scrutiny around political advertising, the other

major U.S. platforms also moved to tweak their own approaches to political ads.

Twitter, which only earned $3 million from political ads during the 2018 U.S.

midterms,  announced in October that it would no longer accept political ads,

and restrict how “issue-based” ads (which argue for or against a policy position

without naming specific candidates) can be targeted.  Google elected to limit

audience targeting for election ads to age, gender, and zip code, though it

remains unclear precisely what kind of algorithm will be able to correctly identify

(and then disable targeting for) election ads. None of the companies have given

any indication that they conducted a human rights impact assessment or other

due diligence prior to announcing these changes.

The companies’ insistence on drawing

unenforceable lines around “political ads,” “issue

ads,” and “election ads” highlights how central

targeting is to their business models.

We might read Twitter and Google’s decisions as an acknowledgment that the

algorithms underlying the distribution of targeted ads are in fact a major driver of

the kinds of disinformation campaigns and platform weaponization that can so

powerfully affect our democracy. However, the companies’ insistence on drawing

unenforceable lines around "political ads," "issue ads," and "election ads"

highlights how central targeting is to their business models. Facebook’s decision

regarding custom audiences signals the same thing: as long as users are included

in custom audiences by default, the change will have limited effects.

Ad targeting is just the beginning of such influence campaigns. As a Democratic

political operative told the New York Times, “the real goal of paid advertising is for

the content to become organic social media.”  Once a user boosts an ad by
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sharing it as their own post, the platform’s content-shaping algorithms treat it as

normal user content and highlight it to people in the user’s network who are more

likely to click, like, and otherwise engage with it, allowing campaigns to reach

audiences well beyond the targeted segments.

The major platforms’ newly introduced ad libraries typically allow the public to

find out who paid for an ad, how much they spent, and some targeting

parameters. They shed some light into targeted campaigns themselves. But it is

impossible to know how far messages travel without meaningful algorithmic

transparency.  All we know is that between ad-targeting and content-shaping

algorithms, political campaigns are dedicating more resources to mastering the

dark arts of data science.

A screenshot of political U.S. advertisements in the Facebook Ad Library,
capturing three of former Vice President Joe Biden’s campaign ads
(Facebook, Feb. 27, 2020). 

We have described the nature and knock-on effects of two general types of

algorithms. The first drives the distribution of content across a company’s

platform. The second seeks to identify and eliminate specific types of content

that have been deemed harmful, either by the law, or by the company itself. But

we have only been able to scratch the surface of how these systems really operate,

precisely because we cannot see them. To date, we only see evidence of their

effects when we look at patterns of how certain kinds of content circulate online.

Although the 2020 election cycle is already in full swing, we are only beginning to

understand just how powerful these systems can be in shaping our information

environments, and in turn, our political reality.
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Regulatory Challenges: A Free Speech Problem—
and a Tech Problem

Until now, Congress has largely put its faith in companies’ abilities to self-

regulate. But this has clearly not worked. We have reached a tipping point—a

moment in which protecting tech companies’ abilities to build and innovate

unfettered might actually be putting our democracy at grave risk. We have come

to realize that we have a serious problem on our hands, and that the government

must step in with regulation. But what should this regulation look like?

There is no clear or comprehensive solution to these problems right now. But we

know that we need more information—likely through government-mandated

transparency and impact-assessment requirements—in order to assess the

potential for damage and propose viable solutions. It is also clear that we need a

strong federal privacy law. These recommendations will be explored in greater

depth in the second part of this report series.

We have reached a tipping point—a moment in

which protecting tech companies’ abilities to build

and innovate unfettered might actually be putting

our democracy at grave risk.

Members of Congress are understandably eager to hold tech platforms

accountable for the harms they enable, but should resist the temptation of quick-

fix solutions: not all types of regulation will actually solve the problems of

disinformation and violent extremism online without also seriously corroding

democracy. We urge policymakers to refrain from instituting a broad

intermediary liability regime, such as by revoking or dramatically revising

Section 230 of the 1996 Communications Decency Act (CDA). Section 230

provides that companies cannot be held liable for the content that their users post

on their platforms, within the bounds of U.S. law. It also protects companies’

ability to develop their own methods for identifying and removing content.

Without this protection, companies that moderate their users’ content would be

held liable for damages caused by any content that they failed to remove,

creating strong incentives for companies to censor users’ posts. Instead, Section

230 allows companies to do their best to govern the content on their platforms

through their terms of service and community standards.
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Source: 47. Communications Decency Act, U.S.C. § 230(c). 

Experts in media and technology policy are all but unanimous that eliminating

CDA 230 would be disastrous for free speech — domestically and globally.

Perfect enforcement is impossible, and holding companies liable for failing to do

the impossible will only lead to over-censorship.

Foreign governments are not constrained by the U.S. First Amendment and have

the power to regulate speech on internet platforms more directly. This is already

happening in various jurisdictions, including Germany, where the 2018 NetzDG

law requires social media companies to swiftly remove illegal speech, with a

specific focus on hate speech and hate crimes, or pay a fine.  While this may

reduce illegal online speech, it bypasses important measures of due process,

delegating judicial authority (normally reserved for judges) to private companies.

It also incentivizes them to err on the side of censorship rather than risk paying

fines.

Another example comes with the anti-terrorist content regulation currently

pending before the European Commission  that would, among other things,

require companies to institute upload filters. These still-hypothetical algorithmic

systems would theoretically be able to evaluate not only the content of an image

or video but also its context, the user’s intent in posting it, and the competing

arguments for removing the content versus taking it down. Automated tools may

be able to detect an image depicting a terrorist atrocity, but they cannot

recognize or judge the context or deeper significance of a piece of content. For

that, human expertise and judgment are needed.

A desire to see rapid and dramatic reduction in disinformation, hate speech, and

violent extremism leads to a natural impulse to mandate outcomes. But

technology simply cannot achieve these results without inflicting unacceptable

levels of collateral damage to human rights and civil liberties.
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So What Should Companies Do?

What would a better framework, one that puts democracy, civil liberties, and

human rights above corporate profits, look like?

It is worth noting that Section 230 stipulates that companies are protected from

liability in taking “any action voluntarily taken in good faith” to enforce its rules.

Section 230 doesn’t provide any guidance as to what “good faith” actually means

for how companies should govern their platforms.  Some legal scholars have

proposed reforms that would keep Section 230 in place but would clarify steps

that companies need to take in order to demonstrate good-faith efforts to

mitigate harm, in order to remain exempt from liability.

Companies hoping to convince lawmakers not to abolish or drastically change

Section 230 would be well advised to proactively and voluntarily implement a

number of policies and practices to increase transparency and accountability.

This would help to mitigate real harms that users or communities can experience

when social media is used by malicious or powerful actors to violate their rights.

First, companies’ speech rules must be clearly explained and consistent with

established human rights standards for freedom of expression. Second, these

rules must be enforced fairly according to a transparent process. Third, people

whose speech is restricted must have an opportunity to appeal. And finally, the

company must regularly publish transparency reports with detailed information

about the steps that the company takes to enforce its rules.

Since 2015, RDR has encouraged internet and telecommunications companies to

publish basic disclosures about their policies and practices that affect their users’

rights. Our annual RDR Corporate Accountability Index benchmarks major

global companies against each other and against standards grounded in

international human rights law.

Much of our work measures companies’ transparency about the policies and

processes that shape users’ experiences on their platforms. We have found that—

absent a regulatory agency empowered to verify that companies are conducting

due diligence and acting on it—transparency is the best accountability tool at our

disposal. Once companies are on the record describing their policies and

practices, journalists and researchers can investigate whether they are actually

telling the truth.
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Transparency allows journalists, researchers, and

the public and their elected representatives to make

better informed decisions about the content they

receive and to hold companies accountable.

We believe that platforms have the responsibility to set and enforce the ground

rules for user-generated and ad content on their services. These rules should be

grounded in international human rights law, which provides a framework for

balancing the competing rights and interests of the various parties involved.

Operating in a manner consistent with international human rights law will also

strengthen the U.S.’ long-standing bipartisan policy of promoting a free and open

global internet.

But again, content is only part of the equation. Companies must take steps to

publicly disclose the different technological systems at play: the content-shaping

algorithms that determine what user-generated content users see, and the ad-

targeting systems that determine who can pay to influence them. Specifically,

companies should explain the purpose of their content-shaping algorithms and

the variables that influence them so that users can understand the forces that

cause certain kinds of content to proliferate, and other kinds to disappear.

Currently, companies are not transparent or accountable for how their targeted-

advertising policies and practices and their use of automation shape the online

public sphere by determining the content and information that internet users

receive.

Companies also need to publish their rules for ad targeting, and be held

accountable for enforcing those rules. Our research shows that while Facebook,

Google, and Twitter all publish ad-targeting rules that list broad audience

categories that advertisers are prohibited from using, the categories themselves

can be excessively vague and unclear—Twitter for instance bans advertisers from

using audience categories “that we consider sensitive or are prohibited by law,

such as race, religion, politics, sex life, or health."  Nor do these platforms

disclose any data about the number of ads they removed for violating their ad-

targeting rules (or other actions they took).

Facebook says that advertisers can target ads to custom audiences, but prohibits

them from using targeting options “to discriminate against, harass, provoke, or

disparage users or to engage in predatory advertising practices.” However, not

everyone can see what these custom audience options are, since these are only
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available to Facebook users. And Facebook publishes no data about the number

of ads removed for breaching ad-targeting rules.

Platforms should set and publish rules for targeting parameters, which should

apply equally to all ads—a practice like this would make it much more difficult for

companies to violate anti-discrimination laws like the Fair Housing Act.

Moreover, once an advertiser has chosen their targeting parameters, companies

should refrain from further optimizing ads for distribution, as this may lead to

further discrimination.

Platforms should not differentiate between commercial, political, and issue ads,

for the simple reason that drawing such lines fairly, consistently, and at a global

scale is impossible and complicates the issue of targeting.

Eliminating targeting practices that exploit

individual internet users’ characteristics (real or

assumed) would protect privacy, reduce filter

bubbles, and make it harder for political advertisers

to send different messages to different constituent

groups.

Limiting targeting, as Federal Elections Commissioner Ellen Weintraub has

argued,  is a much better approach, though here again, the same rules should

apply for all types of ads. Eliminating targeting practices that exploit individual

internet users’ characteristics (real or assumed) would protect privacy, reduce

filter bubbles, and make it harder for political advertisers to send different

messages to different constituent groups. This is the kind of reform that will be

addressed in the second part of this report series.

In addition, companies should conduct due diligence through human rights

impact assessments on all aspects of what their rules are, how they are enforced

and what steps the company takes to prevent violations of users’ rights. This

process forces companies to anticipate worst case scenarios, and change their

plans accordingly, rather than simply rolling out new products or entering new

markets and hoping for the best.  A robust practice like this could reduce or

eliminate some of the phenomena described above, ranging from the

proliferation of election-related disinformation to YouTube’s tendency to

recommend extreme content to unsuspecting users.
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All systems are prone to error, and content moderation processes are no

exception. Platform users should have access to timely and fair appeals processes

to contest a platform’s decision to remove or restrict their content. While the

details of individual enforcement actions should be kept private, transparency

reporting provides essential insight into how the company is addressing the

challenges of the day. Facebook, Google, Microsoft, and Twitter have finally

started to do so,  though their disclosures could be much more specific and

comprehensive.  Notably, they should include data about the enforcement of ad

content and targeting rules.

Our complete transparency and accountability standards can be found on our

website. Key transparency recommendations for content shaping and content

moderation are presented in the next section.
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Key Transparency Recommendations for Content
Shaping and Moderation

The recommendations below are drawn from the RDR Corporate

Accountability Index, and reflect over a decade of civil society and academic

research into platform accountability. Many of the companies that RDR ranks

(including Facebook, Google, and Twitter) already meet some of these

standards, but their disclosures are by no means comprehensive. As we have

argued throughout this report, we don’t know nearly enough about how

companies use algorithmic systems to determine what we see online—and what

we don’t see. Congress should consider requiring internet platforms to disclose

key information about their content shaping and content moderation practices as

a first step toward potentially regulating the practices themselves.

Access to Key Policy Documents

Companies should publish the rules (otherwise known as terms of service

or community guidelines) for what user-generated content and behavior

are or aren’t permitted.

Companies should publish the content rules for advertising (e.g., what

kinds of products and services can or cannot be advertised, how ads

should be formatted, and what kind of language may be prohibited in ads,

such as curse words or vulgarity).

Companies should publish the targeting rules for advertising (e.g., who

users are, where they live, and what their interests are can be used to

target ads).

Notification of Changes

Companies should notify users when the rules for user-generated content,

for advertising content, or for ad targeting change so that users can make

an informed decision about whether to continue using the platform.

Rules and Processes for Enforcement

Companies should disclose the processes and technologies (including

content moderation algorithms) used to identify content or accounts that

violate the rules for user-generated content, advertising content, and ad

targeting.

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Companies should notify users when they make significant changes to

these processes and technologies.

Transparency Reporting

Companies should regularly publish transparency reports with data about

the volume and nature of actions taken to restrict content that violates the

rules for user-generated content, for advertising content, and for ad

targeting.

Transparency reports should be published at least once a year, preferably

once a quarter.

Content-shaping Algorithms

Companies should disclose whether they use algorithmic systems to

curate, recommend, and/or rank the content that users can access through

their platforms.

Companies should explain how such algorithmic systems work, including

what they optimize for and the variables they take into account.

Companies should enable users to decide whether to allow these

algorithms to shape their online experience, and to change the variables

that influence them.

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Conclusion

Companies have long accepted the need to moderate content, and to interface

with policymakers and civil society about their content moderation practices, as a

cost of doing business. It may be in their short-term commercial interest to keep

the public debate at the level of content, without questioning the core

assumptions of the surveillance-based, targeted advertising business model:

scale, collection and monetization of user information, and the use of opaque

algorithmic systems to shape users’ experiences. But this focus may backfire if

Section 230 is abolished or drastically changed. Furthermore, U.S. business

leaders, investors, and consumers have been voicing growing expectations that

the American economy should serve all parts of society, not just Big Tech’s

shareholders.  Companies that want to be considered responsible actors in

society must make credible efforts to understand and mitigate the harms caused

by their business models, particularly companies whose platforms have the

power to shape public discourse and thereby our democracy.

Reliance on revenue from targeted advertising incentivizes companies to design

platforms that are addictive, that manufacture virality, and that maximize the

information that the company can collect about its users.  Policymakers and the

American public are starting to understand this, but have not taken this insight to

its logical conclusion: the business model needs to be regulated.

Reliance on revenue from targeted advertising

incentivizes companies to design platforms that are

addictive, that manufacture virality, and that

maximize the information that the company can

collect about its users.

Instead, as privacy bills languish in Congress, calls to reform Section 230 put the

focus on interventions at the content level. Such reforms risk endangering free

speech by incentivizing companies to remove much more user content than they

currently do. They may not even address lawmakers’ concerns, as much of the

speech in question is protected by the First Amendment (like hate speech).

We have to pursue a different path, one that allows us to preserve freedom of

expression and hold internet platforms accountable. Policymakers and activists
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alike must shift their focus to the power that troubling content can attain when it

is plugged into the algorithmic and ad-targeting systems of companies like

Google, Facebook, and Twitter. This is where regulatory efforts could truly shift

our trajectory.

We will never be able to eliminate all violent extremism or disinformation online

any more than we can eliminate all crime or national security threats in a city or

country—at least not without sacrificing core American values like free speech,

due process, and the rule of law. But we can drastically reduce the power of such

content—its capacity to throw an election or bring about other kinds of real-life

harm—if we focus on regulating companies’ underlying data-driven (and money-

making) technological systems and on good corporate governance. Our next

report will do just that.
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